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Greetings!
Contents and Equipment Restoration and Pack-Outs are our focus. Customer Service is our goal!
It has been a busy couple of months for everyone in the insurance restoration
industry. Our hats are off to all of the hard working adjusters and respected
contractors that we have been diligently serving. Many have been
overwhelmed with the volume of claims in the area and we are very proud to
have become the “go to” for common, unique and problem contents claims.
Remember, often we are the only ray of hope for saving what the customer
has worked a lifetime to accumulate.

Processing contents through one of the ultrasonic units

The AmRestore team is saving so much time and aggravation because of our
niche service. Our first and only priority is contents and equipment; we aren’t
engaged with other aspects of a loss. Come see the recent additions to our
proprietary equipment and the newly expanded 12,500 sq. ft. CARE CENTER!

At AmRestore, we have a vision of perfection, not just satisfaction. Your customers are cared for and their personal property
respected. Imagine having to cope with a traumatic event of a flood or fire while simultaneously attempting to save precious
contents and equipment – that’s where AmRestore saves the day.

Here’s what our customers are saying about us:
“I don’t know what I would have done without [AmRestore]. Being a single person, I don’t know how I would have
gotten through this by myself.”  Travelers Insured
“Everyone was extremely professional; they handled all of our
belongings as if they were their own. Billy and Carol were
tremendous!”  Nationwide Insured
“This was not an easy job! The AmRestore team did a fantastic
job! Everyone was so pleasant – your company can be proud of
them!”  Erie Insured
“Your organization is highly a first class company in every way”

 State Farm Insured

The AmRestore team pre-cleaning contaminated personal property

Our specialty focus is on the inventory, pack-out and restoration of contents and equipment: electronics, machinery and all
categories of personal property. Our state-of-the-art facility and unique combination of equipment and processes gives us the
capability to handle residential and large commercial losses. See all of our services at www.amrestore.com.

Call 800-498-8800 for details.

